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EDITORIAL
This question is frequently asked when we are
with friends or those with whom we work—
because what is on our minds is usually what is
also on our hearts.
When we look at the world of missions, there
are often thoughts or ideas, burdens or even
burning questions that we either are passionate
about or becoming interested in.
I am constantly being challenged to listen to the
hearts of others in missions; to hear what they
are passionate about, to learn what they are
learning or have learned. To know what is on the
heart of others serving in ministry is also to
learn to know the heart of God. We see Him
working in ways that will reach out and touch
others through lives that are committed to Him
and to the spread of His Gospel.
In this issue, people have written what is on
their minds, what is on their hearts.
I trust you will be challenged to keep on fulfilling God’s mission and purpose, see the importance of God’s interest in multiplication, understand the significance of being a cultural listener, learn what it means to be relevant in our
approach to presenting the Gospel in other cultures, to remember who it is we really serve.

Often it is easy to dismiss the ideas or thoughts
of others, especially if they are vastly different
than ours. May we always have the posture of a
learner, not just for people who go to a particular mission field, but also for those who are in
the position of sending Janet Armstrong

___________________________________________________________________________________________

On the minds of ACTI Alumni...
“At ACTI, we heard ‘the gospel for missionaries’.
We had to encounter our sinful nature and weakness.
Sometimes it was painful for us. We learned that we
should be renewed everyday in the relationship with
our spouse, and fellow missionaries not through the
law but God’s grace. Praise our Redeemer, who lives
and works in us, in spite of our sinfulness and weakness.”
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The Early Church
& Missions
Dr. Violet James

In Acts 1:8, Christ commanded His disciples to
proclaim the good news from Jerusalem to the
uttermost parts of the earth. But this command
was only realized when Acts 8:1 happened, that
is, a massive persecution that pushed the Christians outside of Jerusalem!

“began to speak to Greeks also.” These unknown Christians, were ordinary people, who
when they came into contact with the pagan
Greeks, spontaneously proclaimed the good
news of the gospel.

These men also adapted the message to suit
their audience, without compromising the truth.
The Greek-speaking Christians knew that the
word Messiah would mean nothing to the Greek
pagans although it was central to their Gospel.
They took the bold step of changing the term
and replacing it with something the pagans were
familiar with, Lord, a title which they used to refer
to their pagan deities. Jesus the Messiah became the Lord Jesus and Jesus entered a new
The first Christians were Jews and their mission world, i.e. the Greek world. These anonymous
was to share the good news to fellow-Jews or
missionaries trusted the Holy Spirit to make the
“god-fearers”. The latter were actually Gentiles
transformation and cultural leap, affirming some
who had adopted the Jewish faith, and therefore things, while discarding others. The missionarwere like Jews in culture, religion and practice. It ies also helped the new converts to adjust to the
took a major crisis for the gospel to move outnew environment of the Church without being
side of Jerusalem and outside the Jewish peoalienated from their own society. In the words of
ple, to reach to the Gentile pagans. In Acts
Andrew Walls, they had the ability to make the
chapters 7 & 8 we read that it took the death of
Church a place where people could “feel at
Stephen to bring the gospel to others beyond
home”. God always takes people as they are in
Jerusalem. The crisis brought a major breakorder to transform them into what He wants them
through in missions geographically and ethnito be. The Church was transformed from a totally
cally. Geographically, missions moved beyond
Jewish congregation to that of a predominantly
Judea and Samaria. Ethnically, missions spread Gentile one.
to the Gentile world as these Jewish Christians
“Now those who had been scattered by the persecution in connection with Stephen traveled as
far as Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch, telling the
message only to Jews. Some of them, however,
men from Cyprus and Cyrene, went to Antioch
and began to speak to Greeks also, telling them
the good news about the Lord Jesus.” (Acts
11:19-20).
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We live in a pluralistic society where all religions
are to be respected equally. No single religion is
to be regarded as exclusive. But the Christian
Gospel is exclusive. What should the Christian
do? If we believe that Jesus Christ is relevant for
all mankind and He alone is the “way” to God, we
must be bold, yet sensitive and humble in sharing this good news to all people of different ethnic and religious backgrounds. This knowledge
knows no cultural boundaries. To abandon this
conviction would be to our detriment.

Secondly, the Christians enabled the new converts to not only feel at home in the Church, but
also to realize that “this world is not their home”they are pilgrims, “just passing through”. The
greater home was Heaven, which Christ has
gone ahead to prepare! So on the one hand, the
converts needed to feel at home in the new environment but they were not to get too comfortable
lest they forget the real eternal Home!
Thirdly, for the Church to survive, it had to continue to propagate the gospel and cross geographical, cultural and ethnic boundaries. If she
failed to do so, she would become ingrown, inward-looking and eventually die. It is very important for any local church to both establish/ build
and also to reach out geographically and ethnically to other people who do not know Christ.
Only then can the Church truly expand and grow.

We see the sovereign hand of God intervening in
the affairs of the early Christian Church by bringing about a major crisis. Had He not intervened,
Jewish mission would have died a natural death.
God used ordinary, obscure people to gossip the
gospel to people outside their own background
and thus the mission to the Gentiles was
launched. This Gentile mission was endorsed by
Barnabas and consolidated but Saul (Paul) in
The Challenge:
Acts 11:22-26.
Like the early Christians,
The disciples in Jerusalem never believed that
we too must move outGod would include the Gentiles into His Kingward and cross geodom. Were these real Christians? Could Gengraphic, ethnic and cultiles really come to Christ as Jews could? To set- tural boundaries because
tle this issue, they sent Barnabas, an excellent
the good news is for all
choice, as He was a Greek-speaking Jew who
people. If we fail to move
had come from Cyprus and was a man of love,
with God’s Spirit, God
wisdom, understanding and faith. Barnabas real- will remove our centre and use people from the
izing the tremendous work to be done went out
margins to fulfill His mission and purpose.
to seek Saul to share in this wonderful work that
God was doing. What a wise and magnanimous Throughout 2000 years of the Church’s history,
person!
we have seen God closing and opening doors
and thereby expanding His Church. We have
From this time on, God used Paul to be His
also seen how God often uses ordinary people to
apostle to the Gentiles (read Acts 12 to 21). To- accomplish His work. Today God is doing a great
gether with his colleagues, Paul vigorously
work in the two-thirds world. The very colonial
preached throughout the Mediterranean and
centres and mission fields are becoming the
eventually entered the European world, with de- sending bases. Like the unknown Christians of
sires to preach the gospel in Spain and Illyricum. old, let us also allow God’s Spirit to lead us to
peoples who are ethnically and culturally different from us and spontaneously gossip the gospel
Some Lessons for Today
to the ends of the earth.
The central lesson to be learnt from the ChrisDr. Violet James is a professor of
tians of Cyprus and Cyrene is that they took the
Church History and Religions at Singabold step of taking the Gospel to people totally
pore Bible College, where she has
different from themselves. In doing this, they
served for 26 years. She also lectures
used different terms that the people could underat ACTI. She worships in Yio Chu
stand and identify with. Thus they enabled the
Kang Chapel, where she serves as a
Deacon and part-time pastoral staff.
people to “feel at home” with the new faith.

God often uses
ordinary people
to accomplish
His work

She is married to Mr. Victor Nathan
who works in the market place.
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The Missionary
as a
Listener

Dr. Gailyn Van Rheenen

In the September 2007 Asian Mission we ran an article by Dr. Van Rheenen titled
“Transplanted and Contextualized Churches”. This is another article from his
website, addressing responses received. (See www.missiology.org)
An African leader commented that the church as
presented by the missionaries is merely a
"cultural extension of American society." Americans evangelizing his country assume that their
One Asian leader wrote that although he has
culture is superior and traditional African culture
been taught about Contextualization in seminary, is something to be discarded. By superimposing
almost all the churches he has visited in Indone- their culture, they develop a kind of cultural hesia, India, Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore gemony. As a result, the churches they plant are
are transplanted models of their original sending mere "copycats of their home churches." "God
churches. Any attempt to apply contexualization help us," he writes, "to know that the Bible tranwithin these churches is met with strong opposi- scends culture, and each society must be altion from church leaders who uphold Western
lowed to be itself as it sees fit within the context
forms.
of Scripture."

Responses from Asia, Africa, and
South America
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"TELL" rather than "DISCUSS"

A missionary from South America describes how churches
in his country were initially planted during two-week campaigns. The campaigners taught the new Christians not
only the context of the message but also how to worship
and organize the church. They assumed that the church, as
a universal body, should have similar times and forms of
worship resulting in the mission churches becoming mirror
images of the missions-sending churches. Local leaders,
converted within this system and supported by the sending
churches, are content to conform. They have little motivation to adapt Christianity to fit the local culture. The church,
as planted, is unable to minister to the existing culture but
exists as a foreign culture enclave.
Two missions professors concurred with my opening illustration concerning of the lack of contextualization among
the Three-Self churches, the official (and often regulated)
churches in China. One believes that the Three-Self
churches "have less to fear from government intervention"
than "intransigent traditionalism." These responses came
not from reactionaries but from mission leaders who are
sensitive to God’s will and mission.
Few, if any, contemporary missionaries intend to superimpose their way of doing church upon new Christians. They
would not ascribe to the colonial mentality that civilizing and
Christianizing are dual purposes of missions. In fact, we
frequently hear the statement, "Our purpose is to Christianize, not to Westernize (or Americanize or Koreanize)." How,
then, do the sending churches (and their missionaries) inadvertently create replicas of themselves in other lands?
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Missionaries generally are better at
telling than discussing. Imagine beginning a church with a small group
of believers who have little church
heritage. Who will decide the basic
patterns of this infant church? Will
new Christians feel confident enough
to make such decisions? The answer
almost invariably is that missionaries,
because of their Christian heritage,
teach new believers how to "do
church" and these patterns reflect
those of the missionaries’ culture.
The missionaries believe that they
must take the role of teacher and feel
that new Christians should be learners.
For example, when there is a death
or an anticipated wedding in the new
church, the Christians generally ask
missionaries how Christians bury
their dead or conduct marriage ceremonies. The new Christians know
that these are highly religious rituals
and consequently realize that traditional funeral and marriage rituals
must be changed when they come
into the kingdom of God. In all such
cases to borrow is easier than to innovate. As a result, missionaries
have typically passed on Western
forms, which may or may not have
religious significance in their own societies and advocated them as Christian. In regard to marriage, Western
wedding ceremonies have been imported into many world contexts and
called Christian marriage.
Rather than discussing biblical principles within cultural contexts and
allowing the developing Christian
community to make decisions, church
founders too frequently provide
Western answers to local questions.

Rather than discussing
biblical principles within
cultural contexts and
allowing the developing
Christian community
to make decisions, church
founders too frequently
provide Western answers
to local questions.

After reading the last Monthly Missiological Reflection (Contextualized of Transplanted
Churches) a thoughtful mission professor asked:
"Is it not . . . naive to expect a young . . . church
to be able to answer such questions without reference to the history of Christianity and the efforts of other cultures?" My response is threefold. First, not all decisions need to be made immediately but over a process of time as local
church leaders grow in the Lord. Second, missionaries should provide options of church life
from church history and other contemporary cultures. But multiple options should be given and
the missionaries should serve as resources and
encouragers of the local leaders rather than decision-makers. Finally, missionaries who allow
young Christians the freedom to contextualize
the gospel will be amazed at their rapid growth in
the Lord.

But missionaries should consider themselves as
learners as well as teachers. Instead of telling,
church-planting missionaries must learn how to
meet with new Christians to study the Bible and
decide mutually how to live out of a Christian
"plausibility structure" (to use Newbigin's phrase
for worldview) within their cultural context. A biblical worldview revealed in scripture should be
the foundation of Christian discussion. This
worldview, however, must answer the fundamental questions that local cultures are asking.

Case Study: Marriage Among the Kipsigis
During its initial years, the church among the Kipsigis of Kenya struggled with how Christians
marry. According to African traditional religion,
marriage was sealed through a ceremony called
katunisietab segutiet ("the wedding of the grass
band"). In this ceremony the bride and groom
stood before an elder of the village dressed in
traditional robes make of cow skins. They bound
each others hands with a braided band made
from crabgrass. The elder would invoke the
blessings of the ancestors on the marriage by
words of blessing and spitting of traditional beer.
Would Christians follow such customs? The African Inland Church introduced katunisietab peteit
("the wedding of the ring"), a Western ceremony
introduced into Kipsigis and called "Christian."

Various participants bring their own strengths
and limitations to the decision-making process.
The missionaries have most likely studied the
Bible for years and have become resources for
biblical understanding. The new Christians have
grown up in the culture and know traditional options to handle local problems. Working together
they will teach each other biblical theology and
cultural conceptions so that the community of
faith can develop contextualized strategies.
These strategies, then, become "the practical
working out of the will of God within a cultural
context" (Van Rheenen 1996, 140).

Should Kipsigis Christians borrow Western customs and make them their own? The Church of
A missionary working among a very receptive but Christ at various times practiced forms of both of
the above marriage ceremonies, but after extenlargely unreached group in Africa testifies that
sive dialogue and reflection, has introduced an
his policy is to leave a new church "on its own"
innovated form called katunisietab kayanet ("the
with no national or expatriate evangelist present
wedding of faith"). This form is both Christian and
for their first Sunday meeting. New Christians,
however, are given biblical principles about wor- Kipsigis. Marriage is not based on any physical
ship, church life and community, and care for the item, like a grass band or a ring, but on faith in
sovereign God. The community is called together
flock but are expected to work out these princito witness a special union of people under God.
ples in culturally appropriate ways from the very
beginning. Thus local churches and local leaders This ceremony is so powerful that frequently I
are given freedom to work out God's eternal gos- meet new Christians who testify that they first
heard the gospel at a Christian wedding.
pel in terms of local cultural understandings.
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The creation of katunisietab kayanet did not occur in one day but in a process of dialogue and
discussion over a long period of time. The first
churches established desired that missionaries
perform katunisietab peteit for all families desiring that their young people marry. We refrained
and suggested, according to the missiological
fad of the day, that old forms be taken and given
new Christian meaning. We did not yet know the
most significant strategical question, "How does
God desire that we get married within this culture?" In any case a community of Christian leaders decided, with our urging, to take the traditional segutiet (the "grass band"), subtract the
cow-skin apparel and ancestral rites, and substitute prayer in their place. To my surprise no one
felt that this adapted wedding functioned to glorify God. Christians from the African Inland
Church heritage considered the wedding "pagan"
and the traditionalists felt that traditional items
were both openly and inappropriately employed.
Members of these young churches also concluded that they had made a mistake. They concluded that the rituals were too close to the traditional rite for their comfort and that it would even
be better to follow the Western tradition of
katunisietab peteit. For some time katunisietab
petiet and katunisietab segutiet coexisted with
the former practiced in more Westernized areas
and the latter in more traditional areas.

With this form the Christian community presents
a radically different kind of marriage in sharp
contrast to traditional marriage. The essence of
Christian marriage (love, holiness, relationship)
defines the major difference between Christians
and non-Christians.
In this situation innovated forms, developed by a
community of faith through biblical and cultural
reflection over an extended period of time, effectively brought meanings of Christianity into contemporary culture.
Conclusion
Missionaries
should not only be
master teachers of
the word of God
but also effective cultural listeners. Instead of
making cultural decisions unilaterally because of
their life experiences as Christians and training
as missionaries, they should serve as partners
within the body of Christ and collaboratively work
with the developing Christian community to develop church patterns that are both theologically
responsible and culturally impactful.
To borrow is easier than to innovate. Missionaries must ask the significant question, "How does
God desire that we ‘marry our children’ (or some
other task) within this culture?" This question will
lead them away from the naïve borrowing of
Western customs to collaboratively and personally working with local Christian leaders to contextualize the gospel.

I remember one particular elders’ meeting about
seven years into our work in Kipsgis. After all the
topics of the day were concluded, several urgently suggested that we discuss how people of
God get married. It was a joyous yet hilarious
evening. It was a joy to see how a developing
community of faith used scripture to determine
the will of God. It was also a joy to see the extensive reflection that various maturing Christians
had given to the topic. The evening was hilarious
when a group of men began to spontaneously
role-play various ways of getting married with
some of the men assuming female roles. At the
end of the meeting a new form of marriage developed that strives to be both faithful to God and
communicative of God’s will within the culture.
The new ceremony was called katunisietab
kayanet ("the wedding of faith") because marriage is a spiritual bond that cannot be illustrated
by physical items that wither and corrode. It is
rather a spiritual bond in which husband and wife
are tied together in a loving relationship in Christ.

Work Cited
Van Rheenen, Gailyn. 1996. Missions: Biblical Foundations and
Contemporary Strategies. Grand Rapids: Zondervan.

Dr. Gailyn Van Rheenen served as missionary to East
Africa for 14 years, taught missions and evangelism at
Abilene Christian University for 17 years, and is currently
Facilitator of Church Planting in Mission Alive, a ministry
to equip church planters and provide church planter care,
focusing on “planting Christ-formed churches” in North
America, (www.missionalive.org). He has written several
books on missions. His web site
(www.missiology.org) provides
"resources for missions education" for
local church leaders, field missionaries,
and teachers of missions. Gailyn and
his wife Becky are parents of four children (one deceased), and have three
grandchildren.
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“When he was but one I called him,
then I blessed him and multiplied him.” (Isa 51:2 )
John Wilson

Multiplication and blessing
are part of God’s creative
nature (Genesis 1:26-28).
Blessing is the catalyst
which activates his creation
through multiplication towards the goal of his glory.
God’s mandate “be fruitful
and multiply” is not merely
for biological increase, but
for “theological” increase—
the multiplication of humans “in his image”.

God desires

Multiplication
This purpose—God’s glory on display in
humanity—is iterated throughout Scripture
until the second Adam comes to create in
himself “one new man” whom he blesses
with every spiritual blessing for the “praise
of his glory”. This “new humanity” is sent
out to multiply by making disciples among
the nations.
God loves multiplication. Isaiah set Abraham
up as a case in point, recalling how God
called Abraham, and blessed him and multiplied him into a great nation.

However, Abraham’s descendants failed to
be the people God intended them to be,
and he looked for one man in whom multiplication could be sparked again—a
prophet, perhaps, or a priest or a king—
The early beginnings did not seem hopeful;
one, unique man to stand between God
but following their redemption from Egypt, a
and sinful humanity. The absence of such
blessing is pronounced again over Abraham’s a man was Isaiah’s burden: “There is none
descendants: “The LORD bless you and keep to guide her among all the sons she has
you.” This commentary is added to the bless- borne, nor is there one to take her by the
ing: “So they will put my name on the Israelhand among all the sons she has
ites, and I will bless them” (Numbers 6:27).
reared” (Isa 50:2; 51:18; 59:16).
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Into that vacuum of representative leadership steps the Suffering Servant—a unique
individual who listens to God, mediates a
word of redemption and hope; suffers on behalf of and intercedes for his people; and
who makes “the many” righteous. Through
him God revitalizes Israel towards the multiplication of a growing family of God’s people.
But the question is asked,
“Where do these come
from?” (Isa 49:2-3, 21;
50:4-9; 53:4-12).
The answer of course is:
“From God.” There is always a divine initiative
just as there was with the
father of the nation—
Abraham: “When he was
but one I called him, then
I blessed him and multiplied him” (Isa 51:2).
There was no inherent
potential in that solitary
old man with an infertile
wife! Yet this one man
became “many” through
the blessing of Yahweh.
Let us take both hope
and guiding principles
from these reflections.

military strength and to form political alliances. A spirit independent of God, selfconfident or dependent on external resources, is one of the greatest hindrances to
God’s blessing. Perverse persistence in
seeking solutions to life’s problems and
salve for sick hearts anywhere other than in
God is idolatry (Isa 40:18ff; 44:9ff; 46:1-7).

Multiplication
is the
inevitable
consequence
of His lavish
grace through
“spiritual
blessings” on
those who …
believe that
God can and
will do what He
says He will do.

God desires multiplication! If God desires it, he
will do it. It flows out of his creative and redemptive blessings to us through Christ.
Multiplication is the inevitable consequence
of his lavish grace through “spiritual blessings” on those who like Abraham, believe
that God can and will do what he says he
will do.

It is not our strategies or methodologies
which guarantee multiplication. Isaiah was
concerned about Israel’s dependence on
“horses and chariots”—their own selfgenerated schemes and stratagems to build

It is popular to talk about
church multiplication
these days; but let us
not forget that what God
desires is faith-full, worshipping people; disciples. Strong churches
come when we model
and not merely teach
how children of God
must live.
Let us exemplify patient
Abrahamic-like trust in
God as we disciple new
believers. Then God will
bless us and multiply his
disciples. That’s his
business. It is his goal
and his delight. He
loves multiplication.

John is a 3rd generation
missionary. He and his wife,
Gloria, served twenty years
as missionaries in Papua
(Irian Jaya), Indonesia, and
currently is the Asia Training Coordinator for World
Team. They have 3 adult
sons. Along with elders of
the “stone age” Yali people
in Papua, John & Gloria
helped to translate the entire Bible — the first completed translation in any
language in Papua.
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Life at ACTI
One-month Korean Course—January ’08

Trainees, staff, lecturers

Visiting different ministries on the missions exposure trips

Enjoying different foods and having fun

Learning about other cultures and peoples
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Why not consider
ACTI?
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Learn from experienced lecturers and trainers from various cultural backgrounds.
Learn to think through challenging cross-cultural situations.
Develop strategies in order to be more competent in another culture.
Learn how to learn a new language.
Practice living in “community” … one of the key elements of the Gospel.
Receive personal help and evaluation from people who have “been there”.
Learn to deal with personal problems before you get to the field.
Practice cross-cultural living and learning in a safe, non-threatening environment.

ACTI 2008 Course Schedule
Next Course Intake:
August—November 2008
______________________

Application forms are available online at
www.acti-singapore.org

ACTI WEBSITE
www.acti-singapore.org
Please note e-mail addresses:
admin@acti-singapore.org
alumni@acti-singapore.org
dean@acti-singapore.org
henry@acti-singapore.org
asianmission@acti-singapore.org
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GOFORTH NATIONAL
MISSIONS CONFERENCE
16-19 JULY 2008
Workshops:
Over 35 practical afternoon sessions by international and local practitioners.
Specialist Workshops:
11 Topics to be shared on 16 July.
Children’s Track:
Special sessions for kids to prepare them for the adventure ahead.
Outreach Track:
All participants are encouraged to sign up to go on outreach. Form your
teams of 8-10 persons and register at www.goforth.org.sg/outreach
Chinese Track:
There will be a Chinese Track running concurrently.

N! Conference Secretariat:
O
I
T
MA Singapore Centre For Evangelism and Missions (SCEM)
R
O
F
IN
Add: 57-B Duxton Road, Singapore 089521
Tel: (+65) 6325 1237 Fax: (+65) 6224 9436

www.goforth.org.sg
enquiries@goforth.org.sg

SPEAKERS

Dr Ajith Fernando has been the National Director of Youth for Christ in Sri Lanka since 1976. He is
also a visiting lecturer in several theological seminaries in Asia-Pacific and North America. In addition to
lecturing and speaking at conferences in Sri Lanka, Dr. Fernando has authored 11 books in 11 languages.

Rev Dr Loren Cunningham is the Founder of Youth With A Mission (YWAM). He has spoken to
millions and continues to speak in 30-40 nations each year. He is the President of YWAM's global University of the Nations, which has permanent training locations in more than 140 countries. He is also the author of five books, translated in 84 languages.
Rev Morley Lee served full time in Taiwan Campus Evangelical Fellowship since 1963. From 19771994, he was Senior Pastor of Chinese Bible Church, Boston, USA. From 1995-2000, he was General
Director of The Christian Missions Overseas and also served as a Field Director. He has been Director of
Mission Department in Overseas Campus Evangelical Fellowship in the USA since 2001 until he was
elected as the current General Secretary of Chinese Coordination Centre of World Evangelism
(CCCOWE) in 2006.
Rev Dr David Wang is a highly sought after speaker at international mission conventions and congresses. His leadership, writings, ministry and messages have touched countless lives. His personal focus
is on China and the Chinese world. He is the President Emeritus of Asian Outreach and the Founder/
Chairman of ActionLove - the social development arm of Asian Outreach. He has translated and authored
more than 20 books.
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Whom
do We
Serve?

Mission Agencies, Denominations
or People in Power?

On the mission field, have you ever wondered
WHOM we are serving? Sometimes I struggle
with this thought. Bottom line to this question
is GOD. But is it being acted out as well as
being said? Everyone knows God is the One
whom we serve—regardless of where we
are—in our home country or out in the mission
field, but is everyone doing what we know to
be true? Sadly, the answer to that is “NO!”

Gordon Kong*

Secondly, the True Source Provider is not
man but God. In the secular sense, money
does make the world go round, but have we,
the church, also been influenced by the cultural preoccupation with money? If it is the
Lord’s will for any work to be done, it will come
Have you ever felt you are being tangled up,
caught between the national workers and your to pass in His timing, so why do we rush to
mission agencies versus the people who have obtain the money from sponsors by making
changes to suit their demands? To whom do
the authority, especially with those with the
dollar at the tip of their pen and chequebook? we look for provision? And do we try to please
My heart cries out to God and I wonder to my- the sponsor’s wishes just because we need
the money for a certain project?
self, “What is the difference between Christianity and the secular world when we try to
please people with decisions made, decisions Thirdly, is the body of Christ only a certain
denomination or any independent church?
which do not benefit the mission field but because they have the dollars? Have we forgot- No! Why are there denominations? I believe
that it helps to facilitate the people of different
ten who is the true Provider of all things?”
characters working styles to be in fellowship
in a church. But what are Christ’s very last
What has happened to the church in Asia today? Some may say that I am ignorant of how words? “ Go ye therefore to make
‘denomination disciples.’ ” ?
this world systems function, but I would still
like to share what my personal principals and
Are we proclaiming the Gospel or ourselves or
beliefs are.
our denominations?
First, submission is an important element in
my Christian lifestyle. True submission is NOT Lets go back to the basics of the Great Commission. If anyone of us falls into any category
necessarily saying YES to every single order
made by leaders. Rather, submission happens of serving anything else but God, let us seek
when and if I do not agree with something and the Lord for forgiveness and renew our souls
have tried to talk it out and make changes but with the Word and continue on in the right path
of the Great Commission.
still failed, then I will comply with what the
leader says.
Gordon Kong* (pseudonym)
is a Singaporean working in
a Creative Access Nation.
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Character and Competency:
Preparation for Overseas Ministry
When it comes to “competence” it is easy to think
that our missionaries should become experts at
working in another culture. But, I believe Jesus
wants us all to learn to “become all things to all
men.” If we don’t try to understand other peoples’
worldviews, we become very ethnocentric. We think
our way of doing things is the right way, and we miss
out on the fact that God’s family includes people who
are very different from us. When it comes down to
everyday life, we use a lot of idioms, abbreviations
and acronyms that visitors to our country don’t understand. For example, do you understand: the 401,
the QEW, OHIP, IHOP, the Metro? If you were from
Toronto (you would call it “T’rauna”, not “Toronto”)
you would be familiar with these things. Visitors to
Singapore might get quite confused if someone were
to tell them, “You can get into the city on the ECP,
the PIE or the MRT.” But this is how we talk everyday. Nothing new to us; baffling to a newcomer.

Henry Armstrong
Preparation for ministry overseas is really preparation for life. Even if you are not planning to go overseas, you should be intentionally seeking to
grow in character and competence. Romans 8:29
tells us that God wants us all to become more like
His Son. This is as true at home as on the mission
field. In either place, it is important that we are maturing as followers of Jesus, because our character
will be living proof of the truth of the Gospel. It is all
too easy to expect our missionaries to be shining
lights because we are ‘paying them to be so’. But
what we expect of our missionaries, (and what
makes them truly effective on the field) is basically
what God wants of all of us: humility, a servant heart,
vulnerability, a desire to please God, integrity, responsibility, vision, the fruit of the Spirit… Not everyone is called to be an overseas missionary, but everyone who accepts Christ is called to be a witness.

So, where am I going with all this? Simply, that we
all need to learn to be culturally sensitive. You
may never go to another country, yet you need to
learn about your own cultural peculiarities. This is
perhaps the first step to recognizing that how you
understand and package the gospel may be a lot
different from how it is done in another culture.
Realize that not everyone understands what may
seem very commonplace to you. For example, does
a visitor to your church understand when you ask if
he would like to join a “CG”? Probably not. (Will he
think you are talking about a chess game?)

Other ways to grow in competence are: learn a new
language; observe the cultures of other people; learn
who they are - their history, how they dress, their
food, their recreation, rites and rituals, their music;
find out how teams work (or don't work); talk to missionaries, ask questions : find out what life is really
like on the field (a 2 month trip will give you a bit of
Sadly, it seems that character issues are more often an idea, but can also give you false impressions –
than not the reason for premature departure from the you are still in the "honeymoon" stage). Much more
field. You would think that we missionaries would be could be said on all of the above, but the main point
is that we all need to be intentional in learning as
shining images of Christ like character, but we are
ordinary people like anyone else, though with special much as we can about the culture of the people
callings to serve God in cultures not our own. If you around us, both near and far.
look at your home church you will find it is the same
character issues that cause problems there as well. Combined with growing in character, growing in our
We are all called to be salt and light in this world. competency in recognizing cultural differences can
be of immense value to the Kingdom of God,
whether on the foreign field or right here at home.
That means intentionally seeking to be like Jesus.
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Henry Armstrong and his wife, Janet,
are Residential Trainers at ACTI, and
have served in missions for 29 years.

Cross-cultural
Leadership Training
“There are too few trained leaders!”
This statement jumped out at me from my browser
one morning a short while ago. Although the Operation World web page was referring to Burkina Faso,
this statement describes many countries with thousands of young Christians who lack the guidance and
teaching of mature Christian leaders. People movements in Asia, Africa and Latin America have brought
many to faith in Christ, but the development of godly,
trained servants of God has not kept up with the demand for leadership. In many places in Africa one
pastor may be responsible for a number of churches
and it is reported that less than 20% of African pastors have any kind of significant leadership training.

and provide emerging national leaders
the skill sets and biblical guidance
they require to see that vision come to
life. Cross-cultural missionaries who
successfully transition to leadership
development are those who surrender
their projects so that success can be ensured for the
ministry passion of their national brothers and sisters.

God chooses the leaders
During our ministry in Pakistan, one of the believers,
Nathaniel (not his real name) surprised me one day
by asking, “Do you know what my favorite chapters in
the Bible are?” I prompted him to tell me and he gave
me some expected references: Psa. 23, 1 Cor. 13,
Rom. 8, etc. But then he said, “Gen. 7.”

I was taken aback and had to think. “Isn’t that when
God destroys the world with a flood?” I asked, somewhat concerned by the implications. “Why is that a
favorite chapter?” Nathaniel smiled, “Just as God
(West Africa Theological Seminary home page: http:// chose Noah to save his family, so he has chosen me
www.watsonline.org/ accessed March 14 2007).
to save mine.”
I had not considered Nathaniel a leader.
I was busy
It has been often stated that the goal of missionaries with my own
is to work themselves out of a job. This goal may be
vision trying
better phrased as a need for missionaries to become to gather
redundant: the job doesn’t end, but the baton is
together a
passed on. All the roles that contribute to the healthy, number of
stable growth of the church within a particular culbelievers to
ture, from evangelists to mentors and trainers of pas- form a
toral leaders, need to be competently filled by nachurch. That
tional leaders.
church did
not materialWhose Agenda?
ize, but NaAt the same time, it is thaniel’s vision lives on.
important to realize
He continues
that the agenda for
to persevere in his faith with 3 generations of his
leadership development is not set by the family coming to Christ: his mother, his siblings and
now his children. Nathaniel received guidance and
cross-cultural
worker. The objective support from FEBI missionaries involved in leadership
is not to teach people development and it is his vision that God has blessed.
the jobs missionaries
Mark and his wife, Karen, have served as missionaries
are currently doing;
with FEBInternational since 1985. Their ministry was in
that merely perpetuPakistan among the Sindhi people in evangelism and
ates the vision estabchurch planting, and leadership development and trainlished by the foreign
ing for Sindhi Christian leaders. They are now living in
workers. Instead lead- BC, Canada where Mark works at Northwest Baptist
ership development
Seminary. He is still involved in Bible translation work
begins by identifying
into the Sindhi language.
The NT in Sindhi is now
and supporting those
godly, committed people God has raised up who have complete and the goal is to
print the entire Bible in
their own vision and passion for their people. The
role of the leadership developer is to come alongside Sindhi early in 2008. The

Redundancy as a goal

leadership development
begins by identifying and
supporting those godly,
committed people God
has raised up who have
their own vision and
passion for their people

All the roles that
contribute to the
healthy, stable
growth of the
church within a
particular culture...
need to be
competently filled
by national leaders

Naylors have four children.
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...there Were No Church Ever…
Lucy Ong

If there were no church ever; no grand cathedral, no quaint country chapel.
If no one had ever made a single stained
glass window for sun streaming in to tell the
story of Jesus in resplendent colours, nor
written a single hymn for angelic faces to
sing of the loftiness of heaven.
If we had never passed round a single offering bag, officiated a Lord’s supper with
stately solemnity.
If pews and pulpits had never been built,
and church committees had never been
formed.
If pastors had never been ordained and baptism classes had never been instituted.
If we had never been taught forms of praying; never followed a single model of Bible
study.
If there were no church in our experience
but what we read in the Bible, and a church
started here in Japan, what would that
church look like?
If we only had the Bible and the Holy Spirit,
how would our prayers sound, how would
we in Japan read the Bible?

We would try to understand the Bible
from experiences we understand rather than
pass on pat theological answers that we
have learned to mimic from others. We
would pray with words we know rather than
rattle off long phrases of beautiful prayer
language the meaning of which we either do
not know or have long ceased thinking
about.
I have often found it extremely rewarding
and refreshing to discuss the Bible with
friends with no church background. They
have come to God’s word with no theological
baggage or half-baked stereotype understanding of Scripture. They don’t know how
to give the correct answer, therefore, the
only thing they can do with the Bible is to
respond to it.
Masahiro (name changed), a street musician, ex-aspiring sportsman and our good
friend, comes to our home every week to
hang out and play TV computer games.
After a month or so, part of the evening
started to include praise time and Bible
study and a bit of prayer.

It would be different from how it is now,
I think.

The 3rd time we discussed the Bible together, we came across Jesus saying to a
Japan would have a church built, not on for- man he had healed, “Don’t sin anymore or
worse thing could happen to you”.
eign models led by a blonde Jesus, but
solely on Scriptural principles, adapted to
make sense to the local culture of the time. Masahiro asked, “What is this sin?”
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“It’s the dirty things in all our human hearts.
To God, the big sins and small sins and all
the bad. Take envy for instance: If under
control, it stays as a bad feeling. If badly
controlled, it can end up as murder. Either
way, it starts from the same sin of envy.”
“Ah, just like in the TV drama, HERO!!” Masahiro lit up. “Whether the case is a big political scandal, a murder or a small theft, a
crime is a crime!” (Japanese language has
the same word (罪)for “sin” and “crime” .)

HERO, one of the top TV drama series on

Japanese TV, is about an unconventional
public prosecutor named Kuryu Kohei, who
has, in fact, many Christ-like characteristics.
But it takes someone like Masahiro, coming
from an unchurched background, to draw
the link between God and a Japanese hero.
“How cool! This Jesus is
exactly the kind of person I
have always wanted to be,”
he commented at the end.
Masahiro is able to come to
Jesus as a Japanese young
person, relating to a God
who understands the
dreams and fears, struggles
and joys of his people.

heart and eye in the new culture, we will become guilty of confusing the truths of God
with cultural imperialism and of creating religions alien to the hearts of the people.
For us personally, our weekly home party
with Masahiro has all the elements needed
for church: food, game, lots of conversation,
Bible, praise songs…all we need is for Masahiro to come to full faith. When he does,
this will hopefully be a church he can understand, which helps him to relate to Jesus
with images and music that come from his
natural environment, in a setting in which he
is completely at home.
And we dream of the day when Masahiro will
go out and start other church gatherings in
the same way.

...allow God to

give us a new
heart and eye
in the new
culture...

It doesn’t have to be at
our home, or even his. It
could be at the baseball
grounds, by the river, at a
karaoke lounge or in
McDonalds, introducing
people to a Jesus who can
identify with might swing a
baseball bat, strum a guitar, croon into a mike and
chomp on hamburgers.

God’s truth will never
change, but unless the
Now and then, all of us
medium of communication
need to come to the Bible
changes,
unless
we
learn to relate timeless
this way, with the freshness of a first timer,
truths to this time with its own parables,
and relate to God just as we are, with no
doctrinal position to protect, no church tradi- what we preach and observe in rituals will be
relevant to only a small group of people in a
tion to perpetuate.
particular spot of time in
human history, and that
When we work to bring the love and salvawill never do.
tion of Christ to other cultures, we are to
leave our own beloved forms of worship, the
theological tidbits we are so proud of, and
Lucy Ong Sing Tian and
the church structures that have worked
her husband, Stanley, are
missionaries with OMF
magic in ministries in our home culture.
International. They are in their
Unless we die to our own desires to do what second term of service in Japan.
we want, and allow God to give us a new
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Indonesian

PROVERB

“The science of the rice kernel:
the fuller the grain,
the more the plant bends.”

A friend from Indonesia adds this to the proverb:

“.. .and the empty ones stand straight and tall.”
“With more knowledge comes more humility.”
For the servant of Christ it is not just fact (science), but also the secret of life. The more
we learn and know of the Gospel, and the more knowledge we have of God’s Word, the
more willing we should be to be humble and serve others. “Your attitude should be the
same as that of Christ Jesus: Who being in very nature God...humbled Himself …” (Phil. 2:5-8)

______________________________________

WANTED! for ‘Asian Mission’ magazine
We are focusing on TCK issues in a future
magazine, and are looking for people to write.
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It’s All ab

We want you—if you are either:
• A TCK—young or adult
• A parent of a TCK
• A caregiver to TCK’s—teacher, dorm parent, member care worker…
• A person involved in a church that provides specific and special care to your TCK’s

A great opportunity!

This is a great opportunity to be able to
help others in their journey as TCK’s or TCK
care-givers. Your story may encourage
someone else, and provide beneficial information to churches and organizations.
Please contact us at: asianmission@acti-singapore.org for more information on what
we are looking for.
We cannot guarantee your article will be printed in this issue, but we will use it for classes and resources at our training centre, and to help and encourage others.
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the

ASIAN
MISSION
1. The ASIAN MISSION magazine is sent out to people who wish
to read and learn more about missions issues. ACTI does not charge subscription for the magazine, but we do welcome donations, as the costs of
printing and mailing are quite large sums of money each issue.
ACTI would also like to ask you to consider assisting in a greater way with
this ministry, by helping subsidize the costs of the magazine.
Donations for your subscription can be made in Singapore funds.
Gifts/cheques should be made payable to: ASIAN CHRISTIAN TRAINING CENTRE in
Singapore dollars. If you wish to make a bank transfer, please notify us and we will
give you the information.

2. If you do not wish to continue receiving the ASIAN MISSION
magazine, please notify ACTI, and we will take you off our mailing list.
3. The ASIAN MISSION magazine is available in PDF form off the ACTI
website. www.acti-singapore.org (look under “PRESS”)
If you wish to download the PDF off the internet instead of receiving a hard
copy, please notify us, and we will stop mailing a copy.

Please inform us of your intention, by emailing us at:
asianmission@acti-singapore.org
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“CALLED TO REACH”
William R. Yount and Mike Barnett, Called To Reach: Equipping
Cross-Cultural Disciples, B & H
Publishing, Nashville, 2007.
ISBN: 0-8054-4066-6

BOOK
REVIEW

Called to Reach is a book on discipleship which is relevant anywhere,
because it is not essentially about
methodology but about the discipler (himself/herself) becoming a
Bible-based and Spirit-empowered
disciple who is growing towards
maturity.
Do not be put off by Grant
McClung’s review in EMQ (Jan
2008) in which he assessed the
“book is best suited as a text book
in the academy for missionary
preparation.”

Reviewed by John D Wilson

Called to Reach should be used in our theological and missionary training
institutions; but it is far more than a text book—it is devotional and instructional; spiritually challenging and educationally practical; it will bless you
personally as a disciple (first) and it will direct you as a disciple maker.
Every disciple is a disciple maker; so every disciple maker must first be a
growing disciple. That’s what this book is about.
Rick Yount and Mike Barnett take seven significant elements of discipleship,
which are seven aspects of character in which we need to grow in order to
become mature, faithful disciples, and in turn in order to become effective
disciple-makers. The discipleship model is an integrative, "pragmatic" depiction of how discipleship proceeds.
This kind of model appears to be static whereas we are dealing with a dynamic and organic process. However, as the authors develop each characteristic in relation to each of the others, you discover the model is synergistic
and useful for personal reflection and for use in your own
disciple-making contexts.
Rick integrates into this model the teachers’ triad (represented by the three pillars )which he
believes reflects God’s design of human nature: Rational, Affective and Behavioral. However,
this model is not just about education and educational skills, it is about character development,
and so the outer circle represents the encircling ministry of the Holy Spirit.

Disciples
make
Disciples

The co-authors have prayerfully identified and combined seven characteristics which are developed in tandem in order to be a growing disciple and an effective discipler. The book is laced with numerous lifesituation illustrations many which disclose personal vulnerability and provide believable examples that make you
desire the same for yourself as well as those you disciple. They live what they teach. This is what makes the book
so good and compelling for me.
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Fit to Cross Cultures
Will missionaries sent out be ready
to face a new culture – different from their own?
Will they be equipped to face new challenges,
to know how to learn a new language,
to be effective in communicating cross-culturally
Are churches aware that many missionaries
return home prematurely
because of inadequate preparation?
No matter what role they will have, today’s missionaries must learn to be flexible, creative, and spiritually
strong; and they will need training to successfully cross cultures with the Gospel.
Asian Cross-cultural Training Institute (ACTI) offers a four-month, community-based, pre-field training
course in Singapore. With more than 250 graduates from over 17 countries serving all over the World,
mainly in Asia, ACTI has a proven track record of preparing workers for many churches and mission agencies. The training received here has contributed significantly to their lives and ministries in their fields of
service. At ACTI, mission studies and research are integrated with cross-cultural living, prayer, and ongoing spiritual formation.
If you are a Seminary or Bible College graduate, or a Christian professional preparing for missions or crosscultural ministry, do consider training at ACTI. We are confident you will be a more knowledgeable, effective and culturally ‘shock absorbent’ missionary after your time at ACTI. Our lectures are given by experienced missionaries, and your interaction with them will enhance your ministry effectiveness!

ACTI . . . Preparing
Tomorrow’s
Missionaries
For more information:
Please contact us at:
Asian Cross-Cultural Training Institute
Dean: Rev. Kim Chong Pae
11 Pasir Ris Drive 2, Singapore 518458
Tel: (65) 6583-0085
Fax: (65) 6583-0084
Email: admin@acti-singapore.org
Web: www.acti-singapore.org

Asian Cross-Cultural
Training Institute Magazine
Editor: Janet Armstrong

Gifts/Cheques should be made payable to:
ASIAN CHRISTIAN TRAINING CENTRE - in Singapore Dollars

Response Slip
Yes, I would like to have a part in the work at ACTI
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for the Scholarship Fund
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for the ACTI Maintenance Fund
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for Asian Mission/ ACTI News Bulletin
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I would like to be on your mailing list

Preparing for missions...

Come join us!

...at ACTI
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